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WELCOME



Agenda
• RXA & Domo

• A perspective on partnership

• What if I Change my Rates?  
• SQL
• Bootstrapping & ML Approach to Elasticity

• What Are My Customers Concerns?  
• Magic ETL
• Sentiment Analysis & Using Vader to Score Themes

• What is the Right Level of Media Spend? 
• DomoR
• Training Models for Future Scoring & Deploying in Domo



Three Take Aways

• Machine Learning helps answer concrete business questions

• Domo enables deploying machine learning solutions through 
varied approaches

• Domo takes ML solutions beyond the hands of the data science 
team directly to tactical decision makers



RXA + Domo
A perspective on partnership



ATTRACT • RETAIN • GROW

Data scientist. Storyteller. Guide. 
Over the past 20 years,  Jason has 
helped usher in the era of big data 
and analytics we are living in 
today. Examples of his work can be 
found in the WSJ, MIT Technology 
Review and more.

Jason

CEO

Harper

Teacher. Innovator. Wizard behind 
the curtain. Jonathan’s approach to 
applied mathematics has pushed 
analytics to the limits for over 2 
decades. A celebrated thought-
leader and recipient of multiple 
data science patents.

Jonathan

CAO

Prantner

RXA is a Domo Certified Agency Partner 
headquartered in Ann Arbor, MI.

RXA offers applied artificial intelligence 
applications and advanced analytics 
consulting to help organizations get the most 
out of Domo, fast.



SELECTED CUSTOMERS



Applying the Basics of Machine 
Learning in SQL



Machine Learning (ML)

ML finds the story the 
data is telling, 
whether or not you 
were looking for it. 

ML does this through 
repeatedly training 
algorithms and 
automatically 
selecting the optimal 
solution.

The evolution of statistics 
moving from distributions to 
algorithms, thanks to advances 
in computing power.



What will happen to 
applications if we 
raise interest 
rates? 



Elasticity

A measurement of how one 
variable responds to a change in 
another. 



Basic Log-Log Elasticity Model

ln(Applications) = βln(Interest Rate)

elasticity



Bootstrapping

Bootstrapping is a type of 
resampling where large 
numbers of smaller samples of 
the same size are repeatedly 
drawn, with replacement, from a 
single original sample.



Bootstrapping in SQL

Random Sample

Random Sample
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How this works in Domo



How this works in Domo

Get the code at: https://rxa.io/domo/



How this looks in Domo



If We Raise Interest Rates 20%

We Would Expect 
a 7% Drop in Applications



Utilizing Elasticity

((1+% Rate Increase)^elasticity)-1

((1+0.20)^-0.41)-1

-7%

elasticity



Deploying Natural Language 
Processing through Magic ETL



What Issues Do My 
Customers Have With Our 

Stores Today?



Natural Language 
Processing (NLP)

Turning words into 
numbers that we can 
have computers do 
math on, then turning 
the math back into 
words that tell us 
things we couldn’t see 
from the original 
words.

Scalable analysis of freeform 
text.



SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
● Sentiment can be applied using 

proximity to key terms, or for 
entire posts.

● Sentiment is then broken down 
by category and relationships 
between categories can be 
observed.



Introducing Vader
VADER 

(Valence Aware Dictionary and 
sEntiment Reasoner) 

is a lexicon and rule-based 
sentiment analysis tool that is 
specifically attuned to 
sentiments expressed in social 
media. 



What are people saying about AutoZone?



How this works in Domo



How this works in Domo

Get the code at: https://rxa.io/domo/



How this looks in Domo



Gas caps

When a gas cap doesn’t fit, 
it damages our reputation



Finding The Actionable Insights in Domo

Monitoring the consumer 
conversation with the Domo 
Dashboard.



Finding The Actionable Insights in Domo

Getting alerted when key themes 
emerge in the conversation.



Finding The Actionable Insights in Domo

Immediately diving right into the actual data behind the alerts, 
and clicking right through the data, directly to the conversation.



Finding The Actionable Insights in Domo

Customer: I have a 2007 Hummer H3, the check engine light has 
come on and when pulling the code it says my gas cap not sealing. I have 
tried a new gas cap-regular and a lock n gas cap. The 
light/code still keeps coming up

Lou (aka “expert” on your brand): the code 
will never say the gas cap is faulty, what is the code number that comes up?
is it safe to assume that autozone is selling you the gas 
cap after reading the codes

Customer: How did you know the gas cap I got was 
from Autozone?

Lou:  autozone is infamous for selling gas caps



Get Ahead of Lou



Advanced Modeling through DomoR



Answering The Persistent Questions: 

“What is the right mix?”

“How much am I getting from my search spend?”

“Where am I wasting money?” 
“When management asks what I got for the budget, 

what do I tell them?” 

“How do I get more sales with every marketing dollar spent?” 

“Does this digital spend get me 
incremental sales?”

“How does search and display 
work together?” 



Domo as ETL and Data Visualization Platform



Identifying waste: Efficiency of Media Spend changes the more (or 
less) you spend.

You want to be 
around here.

You’re probably missing out if 
you are down here.

You are making some other 
people very happy if you are 
up here.



Identifying waste: Efficiency of Media Spend changes the more (or 
less) you spend.

Half of the dealers in the 
study were found to be here.



Modeling: 
Media Attribution

• Create a series of what-if scenarios 
using different combination of 
consumer activities to understand 
how the different combinations 
impact sales 

• Customer level attribution that infers 
causation versus correlation

• Can be difficult to establish since it 
relies on linked customer journeys

Markov Model



Mapping the Site Side Journey



How this works in Domo

Get the code at: https://rxa.io/domo/



How this looks in Domo



“This data is gold for an auto marketer. By re-allocating a portion 
of our existing spend – and not even adding any spend – we were 

able to generate a 17 percent increase in gross profit.”

- James Kurtenbach, Marketing Director at Schomp Automotive



Three Take Aways

• Machine Learning helps answer concrete business questions

• Domo enables deploying machine learning solutions through 
varied approaches

• Domo takes ML solutions beyond the hands of the data science 
team directly to tactical decision makers



QUESTIONS?



Thank you. JONATHAN
PRANTNER
jp@rxa.io

734-430-0792


